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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option A
B. Option B
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
In AWS Data Pipeline, what precondition in a pipeline component
containing conditional statements must be true before an
activity can run? (choose three)
A. Check if the Hive script has compile errors in it
B. Check whether a database table exists

C. Check whether source data is present before a pipeline
activity attempts to copy it
D. Check whether an Amazon S3 key is present
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
The following conditional statements must be true before an AWS
Data Pipeline activity will run.
Check whether source data is present before a pipeline activity
attempts to copy it.
Check whether a database table exists.
Check whether an Amazon S3 key is present.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/datapipeline/latest/DeveloperGuide/d
p-managing-pipeline.html
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 4
You want the devices on your network to summarize routes
between OSPF and a different autonomous system Which action
must you take?
A. Configure the area range command on the ASBR
B. Configure the summary-address command on the ABR
C. Configure the area rang command on the ABR
D. Configure the summary-address command on the ASBR.
Answer: D
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